
Digital Transformation with 
GxP Regulated Content 

Risk Reduction

Be confident that all content is on 

a compliant and secure platform, 

without having to diagnose 

whether content is regulated or 

unregulated.  

Assure intended use that core 

features of Box are functioning as 

intended.

Cost Savings

Reduce spend by decommissioning 

expensive legacy GxP-compliant 

environments.

Save on validation costs with tools 

and reports that assure continued 

compliance without having to do 

big validation projects.

Productivity

Increase efficiency by consolidating 

all repositories and breaking 

down silos between regulated and 

unregulated content 

Set audits up for success with 

Box documentation, tools and 

reports specifically for agile cloud 

platforms.
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Box provides an innovative approach for maintaining GxP compliance 

in the cloud. With Box GxP Validation, life sciences companies can 

now create, collaborate, manage and distribute information with their 

employees and partners, including CROs and CMOs, backed by enterprise-

grade security and compliance. All content, regulated and non-regulated, 

can now be standardized on a single content management platform.  In 

addition, with Box GxP Validation, they can accelerate the validation 

process with validation documentation designed specifically for agile cloud 

platforms, assure that Box is constantly in a validated state, and simply 

manage GxP documents to meet compliance needs / requirements.

Continued Validation in the Cloud
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Box GxP Validation is a set of documentation on Box operating 

procedures and processes, validation lifecycle documents for validating 

the Box platform for regulated content, and access to daily reports of the 

results of Box core feature validation. 

       Quality Management System

With Box GxP Validation, you are assured that the Box CCM service is 

operated under a Quality Management System (QMS) based on ISO 9001 

standards. QMS documentation, accessible through an annual audit, 

demonstrates that the processes implemented by Box to develop, test 

and release new features and functionality are under well-defined change 

control processes. Customers also have access to 3rd party audit reports 

for added confidence.

       Validation Accelerator Pack

The Validation Accelerator Pack includes validation lifecycle documents, 

including guidance for validating the Box platform to be used for 

regulated content.

       Daily Automated Testing 

As part of BoxGxP Validation, Box shares an automated testing 

report with Box administrator daily. The report displays results from a 

comprehensive set of tests of Box functionality at the API Layer to assure 

customers that the Box Cloud Content Management platform is operating 

“as intended.” 

To learn more, please ask us for our detailed white paper on our

approach to validation in the cloud.

Box GxP Validation


